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Wentwood 50 - Nice!

Twitter Updates
New blog of this evenings stunning ride
on @CoticLtd Small Soul
http://t.co/9nNtN0Mr 13 days ago
A new little movie 'Old School New
Skool' BFe's in Brechfa
http://t.co/HyRLxsCs 16 days ago
Puddles in the sun - We need more
puddles in the sun!! 17 days ago
@cycotic we are good ta, Carl's out
with a nipper on a BFe ... Poor boy
won't want to get back on his own
shonky bike after today! 17 days ago
It's summer in Brechfa - what's going
on?! 17 days ago
Follow me on Twitter

3 well earned zipties
After a last minute change of plan this week I did a spot of forum trawling and found somebody who
wanted to sell their place on the Wentwood 'Goshawk' 50 Enduro - Bonus :o)
Thought I would take the trusty 2011 26" wheeled Simple as it is good in the mud and having looked
on the organisers website - it seems Wentwood could get sticky in the wet. A reasonably dry week
gave us good ground conditions and after a foggy drive and to the event and first climb the sun came
out and it was scorchio for the rest of the day.
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Initial contact with the organisers regarding my buying somebody elses entry gave me a good feeling
about this event as they seemed nice people. The event field was a easy to find with all the faculties
you would expect to find (even the Drop Off bus for strong coffee and light cake).

Followers
After a last minute call of nature I found myself staring at the rear of the field with all the nice chatty
bikers rather than the focused racers - a nice start to the day. After steady back lane cruise around
the Newport countryside and catching up with a few old friends along the way we hit the dirt.
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And what nice dirt it was too. Just the right amount in my opinion enough to be slidey and interesting
but with a little grip underneath to catch you should try and push it a little too hard. A few ups and
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downs of mostly singletrack and we came to the top of what appeared to be a common in the
glorious sunshine where followed an awesome descent of a mix of ancient singletrack and freshly cut
trail just for this event and even little hero dirt thrown in for good measure to get the bike drifting with
confidence.
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And the route generally went on like this for the full 50km with only one section of long fire road that I
can remember being a bit of a chore (but this was after 40km of riding). Each descent was grin
inducing and most of the climbing had a little demon mud, root or gradient to keep you working hard.
The organisers had devised a route that meant you passed the same feed station 3 times on the
50km loop and with an offering of Torq energy drink, bananas, and chocolate muffins it was a strong
mind to draw you past without stopping each time. Whilst each time the marshals handed you a
different colour ziptie to represent which route you were on - 35/40/50km.
And for the finale - 5km of mostly descending back to the car on singletrack trail and singletrack road nice :o)

Bikebrechfa.co.uk are the
new Cotic demo centre
based nr. Brechfa Forest
with a mountain bike guiding service
and organiser of bespoke mtb short
holidays.
View my complete profile

A fantastic event organised for charity in forest littered with a myriad of fine singletrack trails - I'll be
back.

Trusty Simple!

Final result - 25th/216 finishers of the 50km route. Nice!
Posted by Bikebrechfa.co.uk at 14:44
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